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No. 1 - Scale of G-flat
You should not forget to repeat the other scales regularly. The question is
not so much the playing of the scales themselves, but learning to play
automatically the correct fingering in scale-like figures, which often occur
in piano-music. Moreover, the playing of scales is a great help in acquiring
a good touch, which should be clear, regular and controlled.
You will certainly have been able to increase your speed of playing, but
check now and then whether you are playing your scales properly. Your
way of playing will make a slovenly impression if e.g. the passing of the
thumb underneath the fingers is audible or if your fourth finger performs a
weak touch.
An excellent method is to perform some of the touch exercises such as you
learnt in lessons 3 up to and including 8, 11 and 15, before you start to
play scales. As soon as your fingers are loose, you should play the scale of
C a number of times and after that the scale of this lesson at the same
tempo. You will notice that this is not easy. Still you should be able to play
all the scales equally fast, since in the music you will play various runs from
different scales will occur.

No. 2 - Mozart: May song
In the first bar the melody forms a broken chord consisting of four tones;
f-a-c-f. Strike these notes all together, with the indicated fingering. This is
a ‘standard chord’, which is often used and which you must practise well.
When you see this chord, your fingers should automatically form the correct
position so that you would use the correct fingering even if it were not
indicated. In the long run you will certainly succeed if you follow the
indicated fingering now.
This cheerful song should not be played too slowly. This is not important,
however, until you have mastered the notes reasonably well. Therefore,
start your practice very slowly. ‘
The left-hand part in bars 11, 12 and 13 must be practised first by itself,
since otherwise you will falter at the run in bar 12. This scale-figure is not
in itself very difficult. It must, however, be used in the accompaniment
without filtering. It is therefore not sufficient to practise this run only, but
you must add bars 11 and 13 too, so that the connections between bars 11
and 12 and bars 12 and 13 are also played.
In this cheerful, care-free song Mozart has expressed the feeling of spring
exceptionally well. The melody became famous and it has found its way
into many countries as a folk-song.
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The folk-song deviates a little from the original melody by Mozart. In the
folksong ‘a’ in bar 2 e.g. is sung halfway through the bar.
In this original arrangement there is only room for a very short breathingpause at beat 5 in bar 2, since the song is to be played in quick tempo. In
order to bring out the musical phrases clearly, you must play the last note
of the first phrase (a), not only shortly but also very softly, softer than f,
with which the second starts. In that way the beginning of the second
phrase can clearly be heard.
Pay attention to the crescendo and decrescendo symbols. When you follow
them, you will notice that as the melody rises, the volume increases and
when the melody descends, it decreases. The high-points of the melody are
brought out better in this way. This is a general rule and therefore in most
pieces of music, you will not find crescendo-symbols in such places. It is
expected that the player automatically will apply this rule in his
performance.

W.A. Mozart

No. 3 - Bertini: Andante
The difficulties of this piece are mainly found in the left-hand part. The
notes vary greatly and they should be played quickly, without faltering.
Some students tend to forget to pay sufficient attention to the left hand.
Since this hand is by nature less willing than the right hand, it is possible
that the difference of skill may become too obvious. Therefore, you must
practise the left hand specially.
Also pay attention to the passages where the hand is to move to the right
or to the left. It is annoying of course when a player has to stop to look for
the correct key in these places. Therefore, remember to read ahead.
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Now look at the third bar of no. 3 (left hand). An attentive player should
have noticed the low ‘d’ a little in advance and on beat 2 he will therefore
reach with his little finger to the left as far as possible so that on beat 3
only a slight movement will be necessary to strike d. After this the hand is
immediately contracted again.
At the moment that the e-key is pressed down on beat 1 of bar 4, the
fingers are to be spread at once so that the thumb moves to the e-key
which lies one octave higher.
This accompaniment and especially the notes halfway through the beats
should be played softly, so that the melody is not drowned.
Try to play the melody very melodiously and follow the phrasing, volume,
etc. Pay attention to the notes for the right hand in bars 6 and 7: mind the
slurs!
In the last bar of this piece the melody-note on beat 1 has an accent as
usual. The note on beat 3 is to be played much softer and short. The
accompanying notes should also be played very softly.

HENRI BERTINI (1798-1876)
This composer, who was born in London,
came to Paris when he was young. He made,
concert-tours, when he was only 13 years
old. He became famous as a pianist and as
a harpist. Of his piano-compositions, the
etudes are considered the most important.
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No. 4 - Beyer: Etude
This is a special exercise to play connected thirds, with your right- and lefthand taking turns. All thirds should follow each other regularly and you
must not falter when your hand is to move. To do this you have 3 beats
each time: while the left hand is playing, the right hand is moved, and the
reverse.
Most students find it difficult to strike the two notes of each third
simultaneously. Strike the key firmly (forte!) and perhaps turn your hand
a little towards the little finger. Give the first beat of each half-bar an accent.

Your position when playing
The playing of most students is a little forced in the beginning, because
their position is too stiff and cramped. This is caused by a natural feeling
of uncertainty.
There are so many things to consider at the same time. The student expects
new difficulties to turn up suddenly and he constantly keeps all his muscles
ready to cope with them. He simply does not dare to relax.
Only when the student begins to feel a little more certain does his position
become freer and less strained.
Many students acquire a relaxed position comparatively soon. Some,
however, keep their cramped position much longer than desirable.
In this latter case we advise you to play some pieces, that you don’t find
difficult any more, paying special attention to relaxation. Try to keep the
muscles of your shoulders, your entire arm, and your wrist and fingers
relaxed.
Every action should start from complete relaxation, and return to it. No
muscle that is not used for action should ever be tense.
A student can tell for himself whether his muscles are tense or not; but
usually he is not conscious of this. So, it is very useful to practise relaxation
specially, for about 5 minutes each day.
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No. 1 - Scale of D-flat
Practise it as usual.

No. 2 - Beyer: Study
In this study you can, in addition to playing runs, also practise playing
connected thirds (bars 9 up to and including 12), as you learnt in lesson 23.
You will see that there are no accompanying chords on the first beat (except
in bars 8 and 16). In order to make the piece sound rhythmical and clear
you give the melody-notes on each first beat a strong accent. The
accompanying chords are to be played softly and shortly; only the chord
halfway between the bar (3rd beat) is slightly accented.
Note the indications as to volume. Bars 9 and 10 e.g. are to be played forte;
in bars 11 and 12 the same notes are played, but softly, so that an echolike effect is heard. This should be clearly noticeable.
Since this study contains few technical difficulties, you might like to try
playing faster than usually so long as this doesn’t mean any loss of technical
quality. Even in quick tempo, the differences in volume, the separation
between the musical phrases, etc., should be clearly heard. It is not a
question of playing as many notes as possible in the shortest possible time,
but of playing as beautifully as possible: i.e. making music.
There are some points to which you should always pay special attention
before you start your practice: each time check if you are still doing them
correctly so that, in the long run, no checking will be necessary anymore
since you automatically will be doing everything correctly.
This time we are drawing your attention to the position of your shoulders.
Keep them relaxed, i.e. keep them down! As soon as you pull your
shoulders up, you begin to strain some muscles. You can feel this yourself.
It is quite wrong, and makes your playing needlessly difficult. All your
muscles should always be relaxed, with the exception of those you are
using in playing.
Avoid any involuntary movements of your fingers. If you only use the
muscles you need, the fingers should not make any superfluous movements.
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No. 3 - Dussek: Minuet
In this pretty minuet you can put into practice many rales of performance
which you have learnt in previous lessons. The repetitions of the same
chord in bar 3 are to be played shortly and not all equally strong (mind the
accents); the chord in bar 4, on the 3rd beat (right hand), should be played
softly and shortly and connected to the previous one.

Appoggiatura
In bars 7 and 23 you see in the right hand a small note without a stem,
connected to the note on the 2nd beat by a slur. With this we enter the
field of grace notes or ornaments. These are notes written in between or
before the principal notes, and their purpose is mainly decorative.
The ornament or grace note in bars 7 and 23, is called an appoggiatura,
or leaning note. It is played just before, and connected to, the next note;
it ‘leans’ against the principal note.
The note on beat 2 should be played exactly on time; the grace note is
played just before the second beat.
It should sound as if you touched the note (in this case b) accidentally.
To check whether you are still playing in the correct rhythm, you must
first play these bars without the grace note, counting carefully; after that
you play them once again, adding the grace note in its place.

FR. DUSSEK (1731-1799)
This Bohemian composer and pianist who was a friend of Mozart. He
composed a lot of music, which is not very well known nowadays.
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No. 4 - The Minstrel Boy
The 3rd melody note should be played at exactly the right moment, i.e.
halfway between the 2nd and 3rd beat and not on beat 2. The beat notes,
which appear quite often, should not last longer than 1/4 beat.
Play the notes of the chords exactly together. This can best be done by
keeping the fingers ready on the keys a while before striking the chord.
Perform all these movements very slowly at first and check whether you do
everything in the above way. When you play in a quick tempo it must be
done the same way.
Play the melody-notes under the slurs legato; also the bass-notes, as far
as possible. The d-key in bars 1, 5, etc. should be held down as long as
possible before it is struck again.
On beat 3 of bar 9 the fingering is indicated as 1(2).
It is best to use your forefinger if possible: however, if you cannot play the
chord with 2-3 because you cannot spread the fingers widely enough, you
may use your thumb; when you use 2-3, though, you will find it easier to
join up the notes.
Should one and the same piece be practised for a long time?
Is it better to practise a lesson so long as it takes to be able to play
everything correctly and then start the next lesson, or is it better to go on
first and later return to the earlier lesson?
This question is often asked. It is impossible however to give each student
the same advice, since personal nature plays an important part in this
respect. One student having the patience to repeat a difficult exercise until
he can play it without mistakes may not be satisfied until everything is
correct, while another student might dislike this method, and lose interest.
The point is here to find the happy mean. Each student should make his
own decision.
There is a big difference between knowing something and mastering
something, especially in music. With some things, it is not so difficult to
understand what to do, and if you have enough time to think everything
over beforehand, you may not make any mistakes. However, this cannot
be done with music. Generally, you have no time to think things over; most
things need to be done automatically, otherwise it is impossible to play
fluently.
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Fortunately, things which at first cannot be performed correctly without
concentrating on them, come to be performed automatically after some
repetition. Some manage this sooner than others. Sometimes you learn
quicker than you had expected.
Far from it being the case that you will only play well when you are
consciously attending to each specific technical matter, this makes your
playing stiff and full of strain.
You may notice that when one day your attention happens to be directed
to something else, you play the piece in question better and quicker than
before! - assuming of course that you have already acquired a certain
playing- technique by frequent practice.
You need not be able to play each piece without a single mistake, but if you
are making the same mistake over and over again, it is advisable to check
what the reason is. (Incorrect fingering, or forgetting to keep your hands
ready to strike in time, etc.). Such mistakes should of course be put right,
the sooner the better. Never let a mistake become a habit.
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No. 1 - Scale of D-flat
It is a little more difficult than usual to play a scale with an irregular
fingering, with both hands together. First learn to play it correctly with each
hand individually (also see the scale in the previous lesson), and then try
to play the scale, as it is written in this lesson, very slowly: first in contrary
motion, after that in similar motion. Play evenly: if you falter each time,
you should play still more slowly.

No. 2 - Beyer: Study
During the first 8 bars the right-hand plays groups of 4 notes, of which you
can consider the first note as melody-note and the remaining 3 as auxiliary
notes.
The first note is to be played clearly; the others distinctly softer.
Play the last 4 notes of bar 8 equally short. Playing staccato this way, you
must not forget to change fingers. This will make it easier to sound each
note clearly; and moreover, you can move your hand to the right, so that
you can easily play the notes in bar 9. Connect the chords and be careful
to press the keys right down. You should have the feeling that the weight
of your hand and arm is leaning on the keys you are pressing down.
When playing the runs, which occur in bars 10-12 of the left-hand and 1315 of the right, your touch can be a little lighter. Play them clearly, using
only your fingers.

Staccatissimo

The symbol XX behind the note-stems in bar 16 (beat 1) indicates that
these notes are to be played very shortly; even shorter than ordinary
staccato-notes. This way of playing is called staccatissimo, which means
very short, very detached.

Do not forget to repeat from bar 9; start each new phrase clearly making
the various crescendos and decrescendos clearly noticable. And above all
try to produce a nice tone, so that the piece will sound really dolce
(lovely), when you have practised it.
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No. 3 - N. von Wilm: Zum Anfang
The notes of the accompaniment should not all sound equally loud. The
lowest notes, the notes on the beats (on the counting lines), are to be
played a little more strongly; they form the counter-melody.
Do not think it is sufficient to just play the notes, but observe all the
indications. Play the notes under the sluts legato making a clear pause
between the end of one slur and the beginning of the next. There should
also be a distinct difference in volume. You will see that after the 2nd bar,
the volume of sound keeps increasing and decreasing, alternating from
piano to forte.
Play this piece very melodiously, keeping the accompaniment in the
background. Do not play too quickly or hurriedly, but try to play calmly and
regularly. Remember that all the notes of the chords should be struck
together.
Mind the repeat signatures and do not play the two last bars at the end of
the piece in succession, which is a frequent mistake. The first time the bar
indicated by ‘1’ (zie A) is to be played, and then you repeat from bar 9.
When repeating you omit the bar indicated by ‘1’ and play the final bar ‘2’
(zie B).

A)

B)

N. VON WILM (1834 – 1911)
N. von Wilm was born in Riga in 1834 and died in Wiesbaden in 1911. He
was a piano-teacher arid he composed among other things chamber music
and piano-music.

No. 4 - Sailing
In this piece the left hand is busy again. It plays an ordinary waltzaccompaniment, but the accompaniment-figures vary greatly. Now and
then chords of 3 notes occur. Like the rest of the left-hand part, they should
be played clearly and without hesitation. Be careful that no notes ‘disappear’
by striking them too feebly. Practise the left hand by itself, especially its
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difficult passages. Play these passages 10 times or more in succession in
slow tempo and with relaxed movements.
In accordance with the title and the text of this piece you should try to
perform it in rocking rhythm.
Do not play all melody notes equally loudly but let the volume of sound
increase and decrease here arid there. Your ear for music should enable,
you to do this tastefully; you will also remember the rules we gave you.
(When you come to the middle of a phrase and also when the melody rises,
the volume of sound should gradually be increased).

Comments on music notation by famous musicians
F. Busoni
“And at last it dawned upon me that our present-day octave no longer
consists of seven intervals but of twelve; and that each of these twelve
intervals should have its own place in music notation.”
Schönberg
“..... in accordance with and the result of - our defective music notation; a
better music notation will have twelve names of notes and an independent
symbol for each of them.”
“..... a composer cannot give a practicable representation of the rhythms
as they are present in his mind. Here too the future will bring something
different. The old system, it is true is still existent, but it no longer simplifies
the representation, but renders it more complex...”
Aug. Serieyx
“Why should the steps of our stave not have a definite and unchangeable
value: that of a semitone - the real indivisible unit of our musical system
with 12 equal parts?”
Hindemith
“If it is even possible to standardize the sound so far that the delicate
differences of the intervals disappear between the keys of the keyboard,
how much easier would it be for such an external expedient as the music
notation to adopt this simplification. Whether it will ever do so and to what
extent it will ever be possible from a graphical point of view, to arrive at a
reform of the music notation, which - besides a notation in twelve
semitones - involves still further urgently required improvements (equality
in octaves, unambiguous separation of the division of the note values into
twos and threes) cannot be discussed here.”
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No. 1 - Scale of A-flat
This scale has an irregular fingering again. Study it carefully, especially the
left hand.

No. 2 - Diabelli: Waltz
In this piece the left hand plays staccato all the time. This has been
indicated by staccato dots only in the first 2 bars. The accompaniment,
however, continues the same way, right throughout, with chords on the full
beats. The player is in a case like this expected to go on playing in the same
way, in this instance staccato.
When playing chords staccato as in this piece, hand-staccato should be
applied. The whole hand hinges at the wrist. The advantage of this is that,
when playing chords, the weight of the hand plays an important role in
striking the keys to produce a nice rich tone.
As we said above, the wrist serves as a hinge when we apply hand-staccato.
The hand moves up and down, from the wrist. The forearm remains almost
entirely still, but not immovably stiff. Your shoulder and arm should feel
relaxed.
Practise this hand-staccato in the chords for the left hand in no. 2, in the
following way:

This picture shows the position of the hand when the keys are pressed down,
when you start playing. The fingers that press the keys down are slightly
more bent than the others.
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In this picture you see how the entire hand is lifted after having struck the
keys, while the forearm remains horizontal. The hinge, i.e. the wrist, has
been indicated by a black dot.
The fingers remain bent and are ready to strike the next chord.
Now you drop the entire hand in such a way that the appropriate fingers
reach the appropriate keys and the correct chord is produced. See picture
below:

The wrist should remain quite supple and relaxed, but some force is being
developed to bend the fingers, which will thus be able to strike the correct
keys.
For this way of playing it is highly important that your chair or stool is not
too high or too low.
The forearm must be horizontal, on a level with the keyboard.
Start slowly; you could count as follows:
1 and 2 and; etc.
striking a chord on each full beat and lifting the hand halfway through the
beat, at ‘and’.
When you have practised this thoroughly, try to play no. 2 with both hands
together. Note that the left hand continues to play staccato, while the right
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hand plays legato. In the beginning your right hand may be inclined to play
staccato like your left, which is of course not correct.
When you have mastered all these technical difficulties, you will be able to
pay sufficient attention to the performance.

No. 3 - Oesten: Song
For the chords played by the right hand in bars 2 and 3, you may prefer to
apply the fingering of 1-5. With this, for each new chord the entire hand
has to be moved, and so the chords cannot be connected. However, they
can be connected if you apply the fingering which is indicated on the right
of the stave. In this case only the thumb moves each time, so that the
lower notes cannot be connected. The higher notes of these chords can be
connected by using in turn your middle-finger, ring-finger and little finger
and in this way the chords sound legato.
In the second part of this piece, starting from the anacrusis before bar 9,
the right hand is to apply hand-staccato, as explained in no. 2. Play all the
chords equally short! The left hand should dominate and the notes must be
connected as indicated by the slurs.
Study the notes in bar 14 carefully and pay special attention to the
continuation dots.
If you cannot keep time it is advisable to count aloud in this piece. You start
with the anacrusis halfway through the beat:
And 1

and

2

and etc.

You could also tap the time on each full beat with your foot.
Do not forgot to play the accents in this piece.

No. 4 - Mozart: Minuet
All the works, written by Mozart, were later listed by Von Köchel, an
Austrian musicologist. This list is called “Köchels Verzeichnis” (= list by
Köchel), abbreviated to K. V. When you hear a work by Mozart on the radio,
there is generally announced at the same time what number is given to it
in Köchels Verzeichnis. Where possible, the works have been numbered in
order of their composition.
The minuet in this lesson appears in the Verzeichnis as No. 1, since Köchel
thought that it was Mozart’s very first composition. This is probably
incorrect, but too much time has elapsed for it to be possible to check.
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It is certain, however, that the minuet is one of the first compositions by
Mozart, and that it originated in his childhood.
Play it simply and elegantly, with a nice touch. Do not play all notes equally
loud; the notes on beat 2 of bar 2 should e.g. sound softer and shorter than
the notes on beat 1.
Be careful that the triplets in bar 7 and bar 15 are spread over precisely
one beat; the left hand should play on in regular time.
The tempo of this minuet is very restrained; so, you have a good
opportunity to produce an interesting performance.

No. 5 - The Campbells are coming
First study this piece on paper and then start playing it slowly. First practise
the right hand by itself. Later on, when you can play the piece in quick time,
you will no longer need to count: 1 2 3; 1 2 3; you can count a &
follows: 1 - - 2 - - ; only counting on the first beat of each half of the
bar.
Join the notes under the slurs well. The fingers playing should in turn carry
the weight of your hand. Only in this way can you be sure that continuously
one key is pressed down to produce connected playing.
Just before you start a new phrase, lift your hand from the keyboard for a
moment, so that each phrase is clearly separated from the next one.
Mind the continuation dots in bars 9 - 16. The thumb generally serves as
support.
In the next few weeks try to learn to play this piece in a really quick tempo
and do not fail to spend plenty of time and energy on this. Be careful that
you do not play cramped and with tense muscles; you should be quite
relaxed. If you don’t really exert yourself now and then to learn to play a
piece in really quick tempo, you will never be able to do it. If you will go on
playing this sort of music slowly, it will make your playing uninteresting.
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No. 1 - Scale of A-flat
Practise it as usual.

No. 2 - Czerny: Etude
In this study several kinds of staccato occur. In the right-hand part of bar
1, we see finger staccato, where fingers have to be changed on the same
key. (The slur beside the staccato-dots indicates that the notes may last a
little longer than is usual in staccato-playing; this is actually called portato.)
In contrast the notes in bar 2 are to be played legato. Then play bar 3
portato again; bar 4 legato, and so on. This variation makes a simple study
like this more lively and interesting.
In bar 5 you will find a nice example of hand-staccato, which you learnt in
the previous lesson. On the first beat of bar 7 you must change fingers on
2 keys at the same time, by lifting the hand off the keys.
In bars 14 and 15 you must be careful with the thirds. All these thirds can
be connected. Although it may seem impossible at first sight, the two thirds
on beats 1 and 2 of bar 15 can also be connected. This should be done by
passing the forefinger over the thumb, as you have done before. The e-key
and g-key are struck by the thumb and the middle-finger. You release the
g-key (the thumb keeps the e-key down) and at the same time you turn
the 2nd and 4th fingers above the keys of d and f-sharp, while on beat 2
you strike these 2 keys and at the same time release the e-key. Remember
to strike both notes of the thirds at exactly the same time.

Forearm-staccato
In the left hand another form of staccato-playing can be applied from bar
17, i.e. forearm-staccato. The forearm hinges from the elbow-joint and
the position of hand and wrist remains the same, but relaxed! You should
never lift your hand high above the keys, since then you run the risk of
the hand landing on the wrong keys.

When playing this fairly simple study, you should be able to spend some
extra attention on giving a fluent and lively performance, making a clear
difference between legato, non-legato and staccato; piano and mezzo forte,
etc.
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No. 3 - Schubert: Rosamunde
“Rosamunde” is a stage play with incidental music. This is different from an
opera, in which the whole text is sung. In Rosamunde the actors speak
their lines, and the action is now and then interrupted or accompanied by
music composed by Schubert. The play itself has long been forgotten, but
the attractive music is often performed. The entr’acte music (the music in
between the acts) and the ballet music in particular are often performed
and you will probably know the melody of no. 3.
Try to find the hidden bass-melodies in the left hand. If you strike the notes
on beat 1 a little stronger than the others, the melody will sound better. In
bar 2 the left-hand plays d – f – d - f, but only the first d forms part of the
bass-melody and the d on beat 2 does not. This should be clearly audible.
When playing the last few bars, listen to the middle part, which starts
halfway between the 2nd beat in bar 30 with f.

Play this middle-part separately now and you will notice that these notes
by themselves form a melody. The end of the piece consists of three
melodies: the leading melody the bass part and the middle part. Two of
them have to be played by the right hand. Try to play all of them like
melodies (where possible legato). This is one of those little things which do
so much to help in producing an interesting and enjoyable performance.

No 4 - On top of old smoky
This is a popular American song and ‘evergreen’ as it is called; a song which
has been popular for a long time.
Play the accompaniment a little more softly than the melody. As in the
previous piece you must play the accompanying notes on each first beat a
little louder, so that also a bass- melody is heard. This sounds very pleasant,
even if you play the left-hand part by itself.
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You will notice a short counter-melody in bars 6 and 7, 22 and 23 for the
right hand as well as the left. Play them softer than the principal melody.
Mind the continuation dots, and make sure that held notes are kept down
properly. It is highly important here that you follow the indicated fingering
since otherwise you will end up a finger short.
The tempo is ‘allegro moderato’: fairly quick. Keep time, e.g. by your foot
giving one tap per bar, on each first beat. This helps to produce a nice
fluent performance.

Old Smoky
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Studies and pieces
In lesson 22 we mentioned some of our editions which you could study
independently.
Since then you have reached a higher standard and for students who might
like to have some other music for practising or playing apart from that in
the lessons, we mention below some titles from our catalogue, which are
suitable for your present level of ability.

Studies
Czerny: Selected Studies I (Germer) ... 21741
Czerny: First Exercises. Opus 599 6115
Czerny: Exercises for beginners, Opus 481 400
Duvernoy: Preliminary Studies, Opus 176 ..... 592
Pieces
Van Beethoven: 3 Easy Sonatinas 10975
Latour:
Four Sonatinas 11927
Sachs:
Musical pictures 6407
Shostakovich:
Children’s Pieces 20796
Czerny:
100 Recreations 3334
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